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Neural borderix transcription factor Hairy2 is essential for neural crest progenitor survival and
maintains cells in a mitotic undifferentiated pre-neural crest state. However, its mode of action remains
largely unknown. Here we show that a Hairy2 DNA-binding mutant is unable to promote cell survival and to
upregulate the expression of early neural border genes but is capable to increase cell proliferation and to
expand NC in late embryos. We found that Hairy2 transiently activates in a DNA-binding independent
manner the expression of the Notch ligand Delta1 and that Delta1 is required for Hairy2 to promote cell
proliferation and to expand NC. Finally, we provide evidence that Hairy2 induces Delta1 through the
transcription factor Stat3. Together, these results suggest that Hairy2 has a dual mode of action and may
function at the neural plate border through both a DNA-binding and a non-DNA-binding Stat3-Delta1
mediated mechanism.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionThe neural crest (NC) is a population of ectodermal cells that arise
at the border of the neural plate and the non-neural ectoderm during
gastrulation in vertebrates. As the neural tube closes, NC cells undergo
an epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) and migrate through-
out the embryo. These cells contribute to a wide variety of cell types
including neurons and glia of the peripheral and enteric nervous
system, melanocytes, elements of the cranio-facial skeleton and
smooth muscle cells. NC progenitors are highly proliferative cells
and dysregulation of the genetic pathways controlling and coordinat-
ing their proliferation and differentiation leads to a number of
diseases and cancers in humans (Heeg-Truesdell and LaBonne, 2004).
Studies conducted in a number of organisms have been instru-
mental in elucidating the mechanisms underlying NC induction.
Signaling molecules of the BMP, Wnt and FGF families play an
important role in NC speciﬁcation. These signals induce a large set of
transcription factors activated at different times during development.
Some of them such as Pax3, Msx1 and Zic1, designated neural border
genes, are activated early and their expression is broader than the
prospective NC region. In turn, these early transcription factors
activate NC speciﬁc genes like Snail2, FoxD3 or members of the SoxE
family (Huang and Saint-Jeannet, 2004).
Notch has been also shown to play multiple roles during NC
development, although its importance and mode of action has been
controversial. Results obtained in chick and frogs indicate that Notchl rights reserved.regulates NC throughmodulation of BMPs. In Xenopus, Notch signaling
induces NC cell-autonomously by downregulation of BMP4 at the
neural plate border (Glavic et al., 2004). In chick, both gain and loss of
function of Notch signaling inhibit BMP4 and Notch induces NC non-
cell-autonomously (Endo et al., 2002). Later, Notch also plays a role
during NC fate diversiﬁcation. Evidence from several species suggest
that Notch-mediated lateral inhibition is used reiteratively to inhibit
neurogenesis and that in some cases it promotes gliogenesis (Cornell
and Eisen, 2005).
Hes (Hairy and Enhancer of Split) genes encode bHLH-Orange
transcription factors that repress gene expression by acting as direct
transcriptional repressors or by sequestration of bHLH activators. Hes
transcription factors arewell known to function, in a Notch dependent
or independent manner, in the inhibition of neurogenesis in the
developing nervous system through repression of proneural genes.
Hes proteins play also an important role in the control of cell cycle
progression (Kageyama et al., 2007). In neuroephithelial cells, Hes1 is
essential for the self renewal activity and survival of multipotent
progenitors and acts through transcriptional repression of p27Kip1
(Nakamura et al., 2000; Murata et al., 2005). In contrast, a high level of
Hes1 blocks cell proliferation during boundary formation in the CNS
(Baek et al., 2006) and inhibits cycling of hematopoietic progenitor
cells (Yu et al., 2006). In addition, Hes factors also regulate binary cell
fate decisions. During late neural development, Hes1 regulates an
astrocyte versus oligodendrocyte fate choice in glial restricted
precursors (Wu et al., 2003).
Hairy2, the frog homolog of mouse Hes1, is expressed early in the
prospective NC region during gastrulation (Tsuji et al., 2003). Knock-
down of Hairy2 affects neural crest development by decreasing cell
369M. Nichane et al. / Developmental Biology 322 (2008) 368–380proliferation and increasing apoptosis. Overexpression of Hairy2
represses NC markers at early stages but expands a subset of them
later during development. Hairy2 appears thus to play an essential
role in themaintenance of NC progenitors in amitotic undifferentiated
state (Nagatomo and Hashimoto, 2007; Nichane et al., 2008).
However, its mode of action remains largely unknown.
Here we analyse the consequence of the overproduction of Hairy2
wild-type or a DNA-binding mutant protein on the expression of
neural border and NC genes, on cell proliferation and survival in Xe-
nopus embryos. The results obtained suggest that Hairy2 has a dual
mode of action at the neural plate border.
Materials and methods
DNA constructs
The following expression plasmids were constructed by PCR, with
in each case the insert cloned into the EcoRI and XhoI sites of the pCS2
vector or derivatives: pCS2+HRT1-NtermHairy2-GR, pCS2+Stat3-GR.
Hairy2 deletion mutants were constructed in pCS2+NLS-GR. In the
pCS2+Hairy2DBM-GR plasmid, residues 43–47 (EKRRR) were
replaced with the motif RELEE. Primers are available upon request.
Templates were all linearized by NotI and synthetic capped RNA was
generated using the mMessage mMachine kit (Ambion).
Morpholino oligonucleotides
The following antisense morpholinos (Genetools) were used:
Hairy2a MO: 5′-ATGGTATCTGCGGGCATGTTCAGTT-3′;
Hairy2b MO: 5′-GGCATGTTCAGATGTTGTATCCGGA-3′;
Hairy2b 5mis MO: 5′-GGCTCGTTCATAGTCGTATCCTGA-3′;
Delta1 MO: 5′-CGCTGCTGTCCCATGTTGTCTGATA-3′;
Stat3 7mis MO: 5′-GACTCCAATGGGCCTTTGTGTCCGA-3′.
The Stat3 MO has been described previously (Ohkawara et al.,
2004).
Embryo manipulations and in situ hybridization
Xenopus embryo injections were performed using standard
procedures (Sive et al., 2000). The following previously described
expression plasmids were used: Su(H)Ank-GR, Delta1, Delta1Stu (from
C. Kintner), Hes2-GR, ESR10-GR (from T. Pieler) and Bax and Bcl2 (from
J.L. Maller). HRT1-GR and Flag-Id3-GR have been described previously
(Taelman et al., 2004; Nichane et al., 2008). Embryos were injected at
the 4–8 cell-stages in one dorsal blastomere (for in situ analysis) or in
all animal blastomeres (for western analysis and animal cap assays).
nuc-lacZ mRNA (100–250 pg/blastomere) or RLDx (Molecular probe)
were used as lineage tracer. Induction of GR constructs in embryos
was performed by addition of dexamethasone (Dex) around stage
11.5–12 unless speciﬁed (10 μM) (Sigma).
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as described
previously (Sive et al., 2000). Plasmids Snail2 (R Mayor), SoxD, Pax3,
Zic1 (Y. Sasai), Sox3 (H. Grunz), Sox9, Sox10, Trp2 (J.P St Jeannet), Id3
(R Harland), Six1 (S. Moody), Six3 (M. Andreazzoli), Pax3
(N. Papalopulu) and Msx1 (T. Sargent), Serrate1, Delta2 and Notch1
(C. Kintner) were kindly provided. Hairy2b and N-tubulin plasmids
were as previously described (Taelman et al., 2004).
Proliferation and TUNEL assays
TUNEL assays and phosphohistone H3 immunohistochemistry
were performed as previously described (Kee and Bronner-Fraser,
2005) using a secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody coupled to AP
(Chemicon, 1/500).Western blot and co-immunoprecipitation
Western blot analysis (Taelman et al., 2004) of dissected animal
caps or embryos (50/samples) was performed using anti-Flag (M2,
Sigma), anti-Myc (9E10, Sigma), anti-HA (clone HA-7, Sigma) and anti-
Stat3 (C-20, Santa Cruz) primary antibodies and a goat anti-mouse IgG
secondary antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxydase (Jackson
immunosource) or Protein A secondary antibody conjugated with
horseradish peroxydase (Sigma).
Animal cap assays and Q-PCR analysis
Animal cap explants were isolated at stage 9 and cultured to the
equivalent of stage 14 or 28. Animal caps were induced to form NC by
injection of noggin andWnt8mRNA (50 pg/blastomere) (Saint-Jeannet
et al., 1997; LaBonne and Bronner-Fraser, 1998). To dissociate cells,
explants were cultivated in calcium- and magnesium free medium
(Sive et al., 2000) supplemented with 0.1% BSA. Total RNA was
extracted byusing the RNeasymini kit (Qiagen), cDNAwas synthesized
with iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Biorad). Q-PCRwas carried out using a
Gene Amp TM PCR system9600 (Perkin Elmer Biosystem) and a Q-PCR
core kit for SYBR Green I (Eurogentec). Samples were normalized to
GAPDH. The following primers were used: ESR6e (Fw: 5′-CTGCTTCCA-
GAAAATGCACA-3′; Rev: 5′-CAGGGAGGCAAGAATCAGTC-3′); Delta1
(Fw: 5′-CAATGTGCACGAGGTTATGG-3′, Rev: 5′-AGCAATCCA-
TGGGAACTGTC-3′); Sox10 (Fw: 5′-TGCTCACTCCAGTCCAGATG-3′,
Rev: 5′-ACCAATGTCCAGTCGTAGCC-3′); Snail2 (Fw: 5′-CACACGT-
TACCCTGCGTATG-3′, Rev: 5′-TCTGTCTGCGAATGCTCTGT-3′); SoxD
(Fw: 5′-TATGGGTACCTCCCCTACCC-3′, Rev: 5′-TCCAGGGTTTGG-
TACTGGAC-3′), Ep. keratin (Fw: 5′-CTCACTTTGCCAGCACTCTG-3′, Rev:
5′-GTGATAGCAATGGCCTTCGT-3′XXXX); N-tubulin (Fw: 5′-CAATACC-
GAGCCCTGACAGT-3′, Rev: 5′-CTGTGAGGTAGCGTCCATGA-3′XXXX),
Six1 (Fw: 5′-GCGATCACCTCCACAAGAAT-3′, Rev: 5′-AGTGGTCTCCC-
CCTCAGTTT-3′XXX), Sox3 (Fw: 5′-TACCTGTGCTGGATCTGCTG-3′, Rev:
5′-AGACACTTACGCGCACATGA-3) and GAPDH (Fw: 5′-TAGTTGGCGT-
GAACCATGAG-3′, Rev: 5′-GCCAAAGTTGTCGTTGATGA-3′). All injection
experiments for Q-PCR were repeated at least three times. Result from
one representative experiment is shown. Error bars are from duplicates
in one Q-PCR experiment.
Results
Hairy2 has DNA-binding dependent and independent activities
Hes genes are known to act by both transcriptional and non-
transcriptional mechanisms (Kageyama et al., 2007). In order to
understand the molecular mechanisms by which Hairy2 mediates its
biological functions in NC (Nagatomo and Hashimoto, 2007; Nichane
et al., 2008), we compared the ability of a hormone inducible Hairy2
wild-type (Hairy2-GR) and a DNA-binding mutant construct (Hair-
y2DBM-GR) to affect NCmarkers. The hormone inducible fusionswere
activated between stages 11.5 and 12. We found that, in contrast to
Hairy2-GR, Hairy2DBM-GR does not induce ectopic SoxD, a marker of
the dorsal ectoderm including the neural border whose overexpres-
sion efﬁciently induces NC (Mizuseki et al., 1998; Nitta et al., 2006).
The expression of the neural border genes Pax3, Msx1 and Zic1 which
is expanded by the wild-type protein, was also unaffected in Hair-
y2DBM-GR injected embryos (Figs. 1Aa–f and data not shown).
Surprisingly, injection of Hairy2DBM-GR mRNA, like Hairy2-GR,
increased the NC marker Sox10 in tailbud embryos (Figs. 1Ag, h).
Hairy2 depletion inhibits cell proliferation and increases cell death
(Nagatomo and Hashimoto, 2007). We thus next compared the ability
of Hairy2-GR and Hairy2DBM-GR to affect cell proliferation and
survival. Interestingly, injection of Hairy2DBM-GR mRNA, like that of
Hairy2-GR, increased the number of mitotic cells in the ectoderm of
neurula embryos as visualized by immunostaining with anti
Fig. 1. Hairy2 has DNA-binding dependent and independent activities. (A) Whole-mount in situ hybridization analysis of embryos injected with Hairy2-GR mRNA (500 pg) or
Hairy2DBM-GR mRNA (500 pg) and hybridized with the indicated probes. SoxD is ectopically induced and Msx1 and Pax3 expanded by Hairy2-GR but not by Hairy2DBM-GR. In
contrast, both Hairy2-GR and Hairy2DBM-GR increase Sox10. Frequency of embryos with the indicated phenotype: a, 89% ectopic, n=19; b, 100% normal, n=26; c, 59% expanded,
n=27; d, 65% expanded, n=32; e, 93% normal, n=29; f, 72% normal, n=28; g, 68% expanded, n=25; h, 57% expanded, n=22). Lateral views of tailbud embryos (a,b,g,h) with
control and injected sides or dorsal views of neurula embryos (c–f) with the injected side on the right, anterior to bottom, are shown. LacZwas used as lineage tracer. (B) BothHairy2-
GR and Hairy2DBM-GR overexpression (500 pgmRNA each) increases the number of pH3 positive cells (arrows) (a, 75%, n=24; b, 47% n=30). Neurula embryos viewed from the dorsal
side, with the injected side on the right are shown. Rhodamine dextranwas used as a lineage tracer. (C) Injection ofHairy2-GRmRNA (500 pg), but notHairy2DBM-GRmRNA (500 pg),
rescues Bax (50 pg mRNA) mediated embryonic lethality. The external aspect of the embryos at early gastrula stage was monitored for the presence in the injected area of
depigmented enlarged dying cells which are expulsed from the embryo and trapped in between the surface of the embryo and the vitelline membrane. Examples of embryos
classiﬁed as developing normally (a) or showing a low (b) or a high number of dying cells (c) is shown. The percentage of embryos developing normally or showing a mild or severe
phenotype observed in each condition is shown in (c) (−, Hairy2-GR mRNA injected minus DEX). The number of embryos examined is indicated. Embryos were injected at the four
cell-stages in the animal pole of one blastomere. Rhodamine dextran was used to identify the injected area (not shown).
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embryos were co-injected with Hairy2-GR or Hairy2DBM-GR mRNAs
withmRNA encoding the pro-apoptotic protein Bax (Finkielstein et al.,
2001). At late blastula/early gastrula stage, most embryos co-injected
with Bax and Hairy2-GRmRNA without DEX treatment display a high
number of depigmented dying cells and none were surviving at later
stage. In comparison, most Bax and Hairy2-GR mRNA injected
embryos treated with DEX directly after injection develop normally.
In contrast to wild-type Hairy2-GR, Hairy2DBM-GR was unable to
rescue Bax mediated apoptosis (Fig. 1C). We also observed that co-
injection of mRNA encoding the Bcl2 anti-apoptotic factor (Finkiel-
stein et al., 2001) with the Hairy2 MOs efﬁciently rescues apoptosis
but not the inhibition of cell proliferation (Fig. S1). Together, these
observations suggest that Hairy2 has two distinct functions at the
neural plate border in neural embryos: (i) to promote cell survival andFig. 2. Hairy2 transiently activates Delta1. (A) Dorsal views of neurula embryos showing Del
(a, 72%, n=22;b, 83%, n=36; c, 68%, n=16, respectively). Q-PCR analysis of Delta1 expression a
with noggin+Wnt8 overexpressing or not Hairy2-GR mRNA (250 pg/blastomere), with DEX
(d). Antero-dorsal view of a late neurula Hairy2 depleted embryo with reduced Delta1 exp
decreases Delta1 expression in animal caps induced to NC at the equivalent of stage 14 (f)
expressions overlap in the anterior portion of the lateral neural plate border (arrows) (a). H
anterior portion (a″) are shown. (C) Whole-mount in situ hybridization of Delta1 expression
(1 ng) or Id3 MO (15 ng). Note that Id3 reduces Delta1 (a, 50% inhibited, n=18) and counteract
upregulates its expression (c, 60% upregulated, n=25). Q-PCR analysis of Delta1 expressio
blastomere) or Id3 MO (15 ng/blastomere) as indicated (−, uninjected NC induced caps) (d).
knockdown of Id3 and Hairy2 result in Delta1 inhibition. In all in situ panels, neurula embryothe upregulation of early neural/neural border genes in a DNA-binding
dependent manner, and (ii) to promote cell proliferation and NC
formation in a DNA-binding independent manner.
Hairy2 transiently upregulates Delta1 in a DNA-binding
independent manner
Our gain of function analysis revealed that, unexpectedly, Hairy2-
GR overexpression strongly upregulates the expression of the Notch
ligand Delta1 (Fig. 2Aa). Interestingly, Delta1 was also upregulated in
Hairy2DBM-GR injected embryos, indicating that DNA binding is not
required (Fig. 2Ab). Forced expression of mouse Hes1-GR also led to a
strong increase of Delta1 expression (Fig. 2Ac), indicating that this
activity of the protein might be evolutionarily conserved. We thus
asked whether Hairy2-GR overexpression also affects Delta1ta1 upregulation upon Hairy2-GR, Hairy2DBM-GR or Hes1-GR injection (500 pg mRNA)
t different time points until tadpole stage in animal caps derived from embryos injected
added at the equivalent of stage 12. Note the rapid and transient activation of Delta1
ression in the NC migrating streams (75%, n=20) (e). Hairy2 MOs (10 ng/blastomere)
. (B) Double in situ hybridization showing that Delta1 (purple) and Hairy2 (light blue)
igher magniﬁcation of the lateral neural plate border (a′) and cross section through its
in neurula embryos injected with Id3-GR (1 ng), Hairy2-GR (500 pg) and Id3-GR mRNA
s Hairy2 activation of Delta1 (b, 73% unaffected, n=30) while injection of Id3 MO (15 ng)
n in NC induced explants derived from embryos injected with Hairy2 MOs (10 ng/
Note that Id3 depletion upregulates Delta1 and that Hairy2 knockdown and the double
s are viewed from the dorsal side. LacZwas used to identify the injected side (right side).
Fig. 3. Identiﬁcation of Hairy2 domains required for Delta1 induction. (A) Schematic representation of Hairy2-GR wild-type and mutants used. The bHLH, Orange domain andWRPW
C-terminal motif are indicated. Embryos injected with 500 pg of mRNA of the indicated inducible constructs were tested at neurula stage by in situ hybridization for Delta1
expression. The activity of the different Hairy2 mutants is indicated (+) for active and (−) for inactive. Note that all mutants containing both the N-terminal portion of the protein and
the HLH domain are active. All constructs were tested in a minimum of 20 embryos and the activity described was observed in at least 70% of the embryos. (B) Whole-mount in situ
hybridization of neurula embryos injected with 500 pg of HRT1-GR or HRT1-NtermHairy2-GR mRNA and analysed for Delta1 expression. Note that in contrast to wild-type HRT1-GR,
HRT1-NtermHairy2-GR induces Delta1. Frequency of embryos: a, none induced, n=24; b, 85% induced, n=14. Embryos are viewed from the dorsal side, with the injected side to the
right. LacZ mRNA was used as lineage tracer. (C) Q-PCR analysis of Delta1 and ESR6e expression in stage 14 NC induced intact or dissociated animal caps derived from Hairy2-GR
mRNA (250 pg/blastomere) injected embryos (−, Hairy2-GR mRNA injected minus DEX). Note that Hairy2-GR activates Delta1 in dissociated NC induced caps (a) and that Esr6e
induction, which is observed in intact caps as a consequence of Delta1 induction, is lost in dissociated cells (b), demonstrating the effectiveness of cell dissociation.
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noggin and Wnt8 mRNA (Saint-Jeannet et al., 1997; LaBonne and
Bronner-Fraser, 1998). DEX was added at the equivalent of stage 12
and Delta1 expressionwas evaluated by Q-PCR at different time points
until early tadpole stage. Results obtained indicated that Hairy2
overexpression in caps, like in embryos, upregulates Delta1 expres-
sion. Delta1 activation is rapid and transient as it is already observed
at stage 12.5 and as it returns to its normal level after stage 20 (Fig.
2Ad). No such effect of Hairy2-GR misexpression was observed on
other Notch ligands such as Delta2, Serrate1 or the Notch1 receptor
(Fig. S2A). We next analysed the consequence of Hairy2 knockdown
on the control of Delta1 expression. Delta1 was reduced in the NC
migrating streams and in the eye of Hairy2 MOs injected embryos at
tailbud stage, while it was not affected by injection of a Hairy2
MO5mis. No inhibitory effect of Hairy2 MOs has been observed on
other Notch ligands such as Delta2 indicating that the effects of theFig. 4. Hairy2 promotes NC markers and proliferation through Delta1 activation. (A) Q-PCR a
caps derived from Hairy2-GR mRNA (250 pg/blastomere) injected embryos (−, Hairy2-GR m
intact stage 28 NC induced caps is not observed in dissociated NC induced explants (a). Ho
induced caps (b,c). (B) Whole-mount in situ hybridization of embryos co-injected with Hairy
Delta1StumRNA (1 ng) or Delta1 MO (7.5 ng) affects its ability to induce Sox10 in tailbud embr
repression: (a) 63%, n=23; (b) 43%, n=21; (c) 64%, n=24 and (d) 65%, n=20. Respective induc
e, f) or dorsal views (c, d) with the injected side on the right are shown. LacZ was used as lin
Delta1StumRNA (1 ng) or Delta1 MO (7.5 ng) showing increased pH3 staining. Note that co-inj
(−, Hairy2-GR mRNA injected minus DEX). Number of embryos examined is indicated. (D) P
(500 pg), Delta1Stu (1 ng) or Delta1 MO (7.5 ng) developing normally or showing a low or high
minus DEX). Note that Hairy2-GR rescues Bax mRNA mediated embryonic lethality when NHairy2 MOs on Delta1 are speciﬁc (Fig. 2Ae and S2B). In NC induced
animal caps analysed at stage 14, Delta1 level was also reduced by
injection of Hairy2 MOs (Fig. 2Af).
To further examine a possible role of Hairy2 in Delta1 activation,
we analysed Hairy2 and Delta1 expression in neurula embryos using
double in situ hybridization. Hairy2 expression appears to overlaps
that of Delta1 in the anterior portion of the lateral neural plate (arrow
Figs. 2Ba′, a″). Coexpression of Hairy2 and Delta1 may also occur at
that stage in the anterior and posterior border of the neural plate and
at blastula stage in animal pole cells (Fig. 2B and data not shown).
As Id3 antagonizes Hairy2 activity (Nichane et al., 2008), we asked
whether Id3 can counteract Hairy2 induction of Delta1. Id3-GR
overexpression reduced Delta1 in embryos (Fig. 2Ca). When coex-
pressed with Hairy2-GR, Id3 efﬁciently inhibited Delta1 activation
(Fig. 2Cb). Similar results were obtained in animal caps induced to
form NC (data not shown). The role of Id3 in the regulation of Delta1nalysis of Sox10, Snail2 and SoxD expression in NC induced intact or dissociated animal
RNA injected minus DEX). Sox10 induction observed upon Hairy2-GR overexpression in
wever, repression of Snail2 or induction of SoxD still occurs in dissociated stage 14 NC
2-GR and Delta1Stu mRNA (1 ng) or Delta1 MO (7.5 ng). Co-injection of Hairy2-GR with
yos, but not its capacity to repress Snail2 or activate SoxD in neurula embryos. Respective
tion: (e) 87%, n=16 and (f) 60%, n=28. Lateral views with control and injected sides (a, b,
eage tracer. (C) Percentage of embryos injected with Hairy2-GR mRNA, Hairy2-GR plus
ection of Delta1StumRNA or Delta1MO blocks Hairy2 ability to promote cell proliferation
ercentage of embryos injected as indicated with Bax mRNA (50 pg), Hairy2-GR mRNA
number of dying cells at gastrula stage as shown in Fig. 1C (−, Hairy2-GRmRNA injected
otch signaling is blocked. Number of embryos examined is indicated.
Fig. 5. Rescue of Hairy2 depletion by Delta1. (A) Whole-mount in situ hybridization of embryos injected with Hairy2 MOs (10 ng) alone or with Delta1 mRNA (1 ng) as indicated.
Delta1 restores Snail2 (a, b) and Sox10 (c, d) expression in Hairy2 MOs injected embryos. Respective inhibition: (a) 76%, n=17; (b) 30%, n=24; (c) 50%, n=16; (d) 15%, n=28. Dorsal
views of neurula embryos (a, b) with the injected side on the right or lateral views of tailbud embryos (c, d) with control and injected sides revealed by LacZ staining are shown. (B)
Percentage of embryos injected with Hairy2MOs (10 ng) alone or together with Delta1mRNA (500 pg) showing reduced pH3 staining. Delta1 injection partially rescues the inhibition
of proliferation observed in Hairy2 depleted embryos (−, rhodamine dextran injected alone). Number of embryos examined is indicated. (C) Whole-mount in situ hybridization of
tailbud embryos injected with Hairy2 MOs (10 ng) with Su(H)Ank-GR mRNA (500 pg). Su(H)Ank-GR efﬁciently restores Sox10 expression in Hairy2 MOs injected embryos. Rescue of
Sox10 is not observed in −DEX control embryos. Respective inhibition: a, 77% n=18; b, 42% n=21. Lateral views with control and injected sides identiﬁed by LacZ staining are shown.
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induced animal caps, microinjection of Id3 MO upregulated Delta1.
Double knockdown of Id3 and Hairy2 resulted in Delta1 inhibition,
suggesting that Id3 repression of Delta1 may occur through Hairy2
(Figs. 2Cc, d). These results indicate that Hairy2 upregulates Delta1
expression in a DNA-binding independent manner in neurula
embryos and that this activity is antagonized by Id3.Hairy2 ability to induce Delta1 expression resides in its
N-terminal domain
To understand how Hairy2 mediates Delta1 induction, we ﬁrst
tried to identify the domains of the protein required for this activity. A
series of N-terminal and C-terminal hormone inducible deletion
mutants was tested for their ability to induce Delta1 in embryos. Data
summarized in Fig. 3A indicate that the N-terminal region (aa 1–41)
and the HLH domain (aa 50–95) are both required for this activity.Fig. 6. Id3 is required for NC development downstream of Delta1. (A) Whole-mount in situ an
(7.5 ng) as indicated. Note that Delta1 overexpression increases Id3 (a, 50% induced, n=16)
n=24; c, 67%, n=18). (B) Activation of Notch signaling by injection of Delta1 mRNA (1 ng) res
b, 93% rescued, n=15; c, 78% inhibited n=18; d, 67% rescued, n=30). Q-PCR analysis of Id3 (e
Hairy2-GRmRNA (250 pg/blastomere) with or without Delta1mRNA (500 pg/blastomere) as i
Id3 and Snail2 repression by Hairy2-GR. (C) Id3MO (15 ng) blocks Delta1 (1 ngmRNA, a–d; 50
embryos with the indicated phenotype: a, 55% increased, n=20; b, 70% inhibited, n=26; c, 6
mRNA (500 pg) with or without Id3 MO (15 ng) showing increased pH3 staining (e). N
(−, rhodamine dextran injected alone). Number of embryos examined is indicated. (D) Id3-
embryos and Sox10 at tailbud stage but not in −DEX control embryos. Respective inhibition
d, 67% unaffected, n=21. Percentage of embryos injected with Delta1 MO (7.5 ng) with Id3-G
inhibition of cell proliferation observed in Delta1 MO injected embryos. Number of embryos
with the injected side revealed by LacZ staining oriented to the right. Tailbud embryos areOverexpression of other members of the Enhancer of split E(spl)
family such as Hes2-GR (Solter et al., 2006), ESR10-GR and HRT1-GR
(Taelman et al., 2004) did not activate Delta1 expression (Fig. S2C). To
further deﬁne the domains of Hairy2 that are important for Delta1
induction, we made an inducible construct encoding a HRT1-Hairy2
hybrid protein in which the N-terminal domain of HRT1 (aa 1–52 of
HRT1) has been replaced by that of Hairy2 (aa 1–41). In contrast to the
wild-type HRT1 protein, the chimeric protein HRT1-NtermHairy2-GR
could efﬁciently induce Delta1 (Fig. 3B). This suggests that Hairy2
ability to induce Delta1 resides in its speciﬁc N-terminal region rather
than in the conserved HLH domain.
We next asked whether this activation requires cell–cell
communication. We therefore compared the effect of Hairy2 over-
expression in intact and dissociated NC induced animal caps. In
dissociated caps, Hairy2-GR overexpression resulted as in intact caps
in Delta1 induction (Fig. 3Ca). In dissociated caps, Hairy2-GR was
however unable to induce the expression of the Notch target gene
ESR6e, which was strongly induced by Hairy2-GR in intact capsalysis of embryos injected with Delta1mRNA (1 ng), DeltaStu mRNA (1 ng) or Delta1 MO
. Conversely, Id3 is reduced in Delta1Stu mRNA or Delta1 MO injected embryos (b, 55%,
cues Id3 and Snail2 inhibition by Hairy2-GR in neurula embryos (a, 60% reduced, n=23;
) and Snail2 (f) expression in NC induced explants derived from embryos injected with
ndicated (−, uninjected NC induced caps). Note that co-injection of Delta1mRNA rescues
0 pgmRNA, e) induction of Snail2, Sox10 and cell proliferation in embryos. Percentage of
8%, increased n=19; d, 62% reduced, n=33. Percentage of embryos injected with Delta1
ote that co-injection of Id3 MO reduced Delta1 ability to stimulate cell proliferation
GR mRNA (1 ng) injection partially rescues Snail2 in Delta1 (7.5 ng) depleted neurula
and rescue: a, 87% inhibited, n=30; b, 70% unaffected, n=37; c, 62% inhibited, n=16;
R mRNA (1 ng) showing decreased pH3 staining (e). Note that Id3 partially rescues the
examined is indicated. In all panels, neurula embryos are viewed from the dorsal side,
viewed from the lateral side. Control and injected sides are shown.
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nication was efﬁciently disrupted (Fig. 3Cb). We conclude that Hairy2
activates Delta1 cell-autonomously through its speciﬁc N-terminal
domain.
Hairy2 promotes NC formation and proliferation through
Delta1 upregulation
The observation that Hairy2 is transiently turning on Delta1 at
neurula stage prompts us to ask whether some of the effects observed
in Hairy2 overexpressing embryos might be a consequence of Delta1
upregulation. Therefore, we ﬁrst examined the role of Delta1 on NC
development by overexpressing Delta1 or inhibiting Delta1 using an
antimorphic form of Delta1, DeltaStu or a speciﬁc antisense MO (Delta1
MO) (Fig. S3A). In accordance with previous data showing that
activation of Notch signaling inhibits neurogenesis and expands NC
markers (Chitnis et al., 1995; Glavic et al., 2004), we found that Delta1
mRNA injection repressedN-tubulin, a marker of differentiated neuron
and increased the expression of the NC marker Snail2 and Sox10. No
effect on the neural border genes Pax3 and Msx1, the dorsal
neurectodermal SoxD, the neural plate Sox3 and the placodal Six1
markers was observed. Conversely, blocking of Notch signaling by
either an antimorphic form of Delta1, DeltaStu, or Delta1 MO increased
N-tubulin and reduced Snail2 and Sox10 expression. In all embryos
examined, increased N-tubulin staining was found only within the
stripe of primary neurons but not in the NC territory, suggesting that
Delta1 regulation of NC development does not occur through
modulation of primary neurogenesis (Fig. S3B). In accordance with
this idea, we observed that in NC induced animal cap explants Delta1
controls Snail2 and Sox10 expression without signiﬁcantly affecting
N-tubulin expression (Fig. S3Ca–c). While in embryosMsx1 expression
was slightly reduced by injection of Deltastu or Delta1 MO, Pax3, SoxD,
Sox3 and Six1were unaffected. The expression of Sox3, Ep. keratin and
Six1 was also not signiﬁcantly affected by Delta1 modulation in NC
induced explants (Figs. S3B,Cc,d).
We next look at the effect of the modulation of Delta1 on cell
proliferation. While Delta1 overexpression slightly increases cell
proliferation, DeltaStu and Delta1 MO injection produced the opposite
effect (Fig. S3D). These data indicate that Delta1 modulates the
expression of NC and primary neuron markers without signiﬁcantly
affecting earlier neural border, placodal and pan-neural markers. The
results also suggest that the effects of Delta1 on NC development may
be due to modulation of cell proliferation rather than a change in
neuron/NC ratio.
The induction of Delta1 by Hairy2 suggests that some of its effects
on NC might be non-cell-autonomous. We therefore ﬁrst compared
Hairy2 activities in intact and dissociated NC induced animal caps.
Dissociation of the cells inhibited Hairy2 ability to increase Sox10 or
Snail2 at the equivalent of stage 28 while the early repression of
Snail2 and the increase of SoxD at the equivalent of stage 14 still
occur (Fig. 4A). In accordance with our previous ﬁndings that Hairy2
represses BMP4 and Id3 via DNA binding (Nichane et al., 2008),
Hairy2-GR was still able to reduce their expression in dissociated
caps (Fig. S4). We then asked whether blockade of Delta1 affects
Hairy2 activity. When Hairy2-GR is co-injected with DeltaStu or with
Delta1 MO, Hairy2-GR was unable to increase Sox10 in tailbud
embryos (Figs. 4Ba, b). Repression of primary neurogenesis could also
be overcome by Delta1Stu injection (data not shown). In contrast, co-
injection of DeltaStu or Delta1 MO with Hairy2 did not affect its ability
to repress Snail2 and to induce SoxD and Zic1 expression in neurula
embryos (Figs. 4Bc, f and data not shown). Similar effects were
observed in animal caps explants induced to form NC (Fig. S5). Co-
injection of DeltaStu or Delta1 MO with Hairy2-GR also blocked its
ability to increase cell proliferation (Fig. 4C). By contrast, Hairy2-GR
was still able to rescue Bax mediated apoptosis in embryos when
Notch signaling was blocked by co-injection of Deltastu or Delta1 MO(Fig. 4D). Together, these results suggest that while Hairy2 promotes
cell survival and upregulates the expression of early neurectodermal/
neural border genes cell-autonomously, it stimulates cell proliferation
and expands NC non-cell-autonomously through Delta1 upregulation.
Notch signaling rescues Hairy2 depletion phenotype in NC
As blockade of Delta1 affects Hairy2 activity, we asked whether
Notch activation can rescue the effects of Hairy2 depletion. There-
fore, Hairy2 MOs were microinjected alone or with Delta1 mRNA in
embryos. Snail2 and Sox10 expression as well as the number of
proliferating cells, which are reduced in embryos injected with
Hairy2 MOs alone, were signiﬁcantly rescued when Delta1 mRNA
was co-injected (Figs. 5A, B). In NC induced animal cap explants,
Delta1 mRNA co-injection was also able to rescue Snail2 and Sox10
inhibition due to Hairy2 depletion (Fig. S6). In agreement with these
results, injection of an inducible constitutive form of the Notch
mediator Su(H) (Su(H)ank-GR) also efﬁciently rescued Sox10 expres-
sion in Hairy2 depleted embryos (Fig. 5C). These results further
suggest that activation of the Notch ligand Delta1 plays an important
role in Hairy2 functions in NC.
Hairy2 upregulates Id3 expression non-cell-autonomously via
Delta1 activation
We recently found that Hairy2 represses in a DNA-binding
dependent manner Id3 expression (Nichane et al., 2008). However,
as Id3 is known to be a direct Notch target (Reynaud-Deonauth et al.,
2002), Hairy2may also indirectly upregulates Id3 via Delta1 activation.
To test this hypothesis, we ﬁrst tested whether Id3 expression in NC is
modulated by Notch. We found that Delta1, NICD or Su(H)Ank-GR
mRNA injection that activates Notch signaling upregulates Id3
expression in the NC. Conversely, DeltaStu mRNA or Delta1 MO
injection that inhibits Notch signaling decreased Id3 expression (Fig.
6A and data not shown). We next asked whether Delta1 activation
affects Hairy2 ability to regulate Id3 expression. Therefore, Hairy2-GR
mRNAwas co-injected with Delta1mRNA in embryos. Id3 expression,
which is repressed inHairy2-GRmRNA injected embryos, was restored
when Delta1mRNAwas co-injected. Consistent with Id3 reexpression,
Snail2was rescued by Delta1mRNA co-injection (Figs. 6Ba–d). Similar
results were obtained in NC induced ectodermal explants (Figs. 6Be, f).
We concluded that while Hairy2 downregulates Id3 in a DNA-binding
dependent and cell-autonomous manner, it also upregulates Id3
expression non-cell-autonomously via Delta1 activation.
Id3 is required downstream of Delta1 to promote NC
To further position Id3 in respect to Notch activation, we tested
whether depletion of Id3 affects Delta1 effects on NC. Delta1 mRNA
was microinjected alone or with Id3 MO in embryos. Id3 MO
completely blocked Snail2 and Sox10 expansion by Delta1 (Figs. 6
Ca–d). Delta1 ability to induce cell proliferation was also inhibited by
Id3 MO (Fig. 6Ce). Conversely, we also tested whether Id3 can
rescue NC formation in Delta1 depleted embryos. Therefore, Delta1
MO was injected together with Id3-GR mRNA. We found that Id3-
GR can rescue Snail2 and Sox10 expression at stage 14 and 28,
respectively (Figs. 6Da–d). Id3 could also partially rescue the
inhibition of cell proliferation observed upon Delta1 MO injection
(Fig. 6De). These results position Id3 downstream of Delta1/Notch
during NC formation. As Id3 negatively regulates Hairy2 activity and
is required for Hairy2 to promote NC formation (Nichane et al.,
2008), these results support the idea that Id3 by interacting directly
with Hairy2 protein and blocking its activity, may play an important
role in the progression of NC progenitors through speciﬁcation and
differentiation.
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non-cell-autonomous activities
How does Hairy2 activate Delta1 expression in NC? Recently, Stat3
was shown to maintain cells in a neural precursor state in the mouse
neocortex by directly activating Delta1 expression (Yoshimatsu et al.,Fig. 7. Stat3 is necessary for Hairy2 non-cell-autonomous function. (A)Whole-mount in situ h
Stat3 MO (15 ng) as indicated. Note that injection of Stat3 MO blocks Hairy2 ability to induc
increased, n=30; d, 12% increased, n=26) but not its ability to induce SoxD (e, 90% increased,
injected side on the right or lateral views of embryos (c–f) with control and injected sides ar
Percentage of embryos injected with Hairy2-GRmRNA (500 pg), Stat3 MO7mis (15 ng) or Sta
the Stat3 MO reduces Hairy2 ability to stimulate cell proliferation (−, Hairy2-GR mRNA inje
hybridization of embryos injected with Hairy2-GR (150 pg) or Stat3-GR (500 pg) mRNA a
expression (a, none affected n=12; b, 0%, n=15). When combined, Delta1 is however stron
(250 pg/blastomere) also strongly increases Delta1 in NC induced animal caps. The amount o
proteins produced in each condition is shown (d). Dorsal views of neurula embryos with th2006). In Xenopus, Stat3 is ubiquitously expressed at gastrula stage
and remains later expressed in the developing nervous system
(Nishinakamura et al., 1999) making Stat3 a potential mediator of
Delta1 activation by Hairy2. Therefore, embryos were co-injected with
Hairy2-GR mRNA and a Stat3 MO which blocks Stat3 translation
(Ohkawara et al., 2004). Hairy2-GR was unable to induce Delta1 inybridization of embryos injectedwith Hairy2-GR mRNA (500 pg), Stat3 MOmis (15 ng) or
e Delta1 (a, 70% induced, n=22; b, 20%, induced, n=20) and to upregulate Sox10 (c, 55%
n=20; f, 82% increased, n=22). Dorso-anterior views of neurula embryos (a,b) with the
e shown. LacZmRNAwas co-injected as a lineage tracer to identify the injected side. (B)
t3 MO (15 ng) as indicated showing increased pH3 staining. Note that the co-injection of
cted minus DEX). Number of embryos examined is indicated. (C) Whole-mount in situ
s indicated. Note that Hairy2-GR or Stat3-GR mRNA injection has no effect on Delta1
gly upregulated (c, 71% induced, n=21). Hairy2-GR (50 pg/blastomere) with Stat3-GR
f myc-tagged Hairy2-GR and Stat3-GR proteins detected using anti-myc and anti-Stat3
e injected side on the right are shown. LacZ was co-injected to reveal the injected side.
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not affect its ability to induce Delta1 (Figs. 7Aa, b). Similar results were
obtained in animal caps induced to form NC (Fig. S7). These results
indicate that Stat3 is required for Hairy2 induction of Delta1.
We next asked whether Stat3 is required for Hairy2 effects on NC.
Co-injection of a Stat3MO but not of a Stat3MO7mis abrogated Hairy2
ability to expand Sox10 expression in tailbud embryos (Figs. 7Ac, d).
No such inhibitory effect of the Stat3 MO was observed on Hairy2
induction of SoxD and Zic1 (Figs. 7Ae, f and data not shown). Blocking
Stat3 also rendered Hairy2-GR unable to increase the number of
mitotic cells in neurula embryos as revealed by pH3 immunostaining
(Fig. 7B). Finally, we tested if Hairy2 and Stat3 could synergize to
induce Delta1 in embryos. Injection of Hairy2-GR at low dose or Stat3-
GR mRNA alone did not affect Delta1. In contrast, co-injection of the
two mRNA led to a strong induction of Delta1 (Figs. 7Ca–c). A similar
synergistic action of Hairy2 and Stat3 on Delta1 expression was
observed in NC induced animal caps (Fig. 7Cd). Together, these data
indicate that Stat3 is essential for Hairy2 activation of Delta1 and for
its non-cell-autonomous effects on NC.
Discussion
Hairy2 DNA-binding dependent and independent functions
In this report, we provide evidence that Hairy2 acts at the neural
plate border via two distinct mechanisms. On one hand, Hairy2
maintains neural border cells in an undifferentiated state and
promotes their survival in a DNA-binding dependent manner,
suggesting that it represses transcriptionally pro-apoptotic and NC
differentiation genes. Such direct targets of Hairy2 in NC development
remain to be identiﬁed. On the other hand, Hairy2 stimulates cell
proliferation and increases NC marker expression in a non DNA-
binding manner. A number of other Hes factors are known to retain
some function in the absence of DNA binding. For example, Hes5
inhibits myelin gene expression by both direct binding to the myelin
promoter and indirectly, by sequestration of the Sox10 transcriptional
activator (Liu et al., 2006). Similarly, Hes1 inhibits by both transcrip-
tional and sequestration mechanisms Ptf1a and Ngn3 in the develop-
ing pancreas (Lee et al., 2001; Fukuda et al., 2006).
Hairy2 transiently activates in a DNA-binding independent manner
Delta1 expression
One of our most striking observations is that Hairy2/Hes1
transiently induces strong ectopic Delta1 expression in neurula
embryos. Our results show that Hairy2 ability to induce Delta1 does
not require DNA binding but is dependent on its N-terminal domain.
Among the Xenopus Hes protein tested, only Hairy1 which has a
highly similar N-terminal region to Hairy2, is able to induce Delta1
(data not shown). Replacement of the N-terminal domain of HRT1
with that of Hairy2 resulted in a fusion which could efﬁciently induce
Delta1. These ﬁndings reveal a new function for this N-terminal
domain which is speciﬁc of Hairy type subgroup and is conserved in
vertebrates. The data also demonstrate that this speciﬁc class of Hes
genes, which are well known to negatively regulate bHLH proneural
factors and as a consequence to repress Notch signaling, can also
activate this pathway.
Our double in situ analysis for Hairy2 and Delta1 indicates that the
expression of Hairy2 may overlap with Delta1 within the anterior
portion of the lateral neural plate border. This is in agreement with
the observation that Hairy2 expression domain at the neural plate
border is slightly larger than the domain of cells expressing Snail2,
which are directly surrounded by cells expressing Delta1 (Glavic et al.,
2004). Whether Delta1 is expressed elsewhere within the NC
territory, but at level not sufﬁcient to be detected by in situ
hybridization, remains to be determined. In mouse embryos, Hes1 isexpressed in undifferentiated proliferative NC cells which are located
at the periphery of the forming dorsal root ganglia (DRG) (Hata-
keyama et al., 2006). In chick, although most of Delta1 expression is in
the core of DRG where peripheral neurons form, a small subpopula-
tion of cell in the periphery of DRG also expresses Delta1 during
gangliogenesis (Wakamatsu et al., 2000). Interestingly, Delta1 and
Hes1/Hes5 mice have their DRG reduced and fused with the spinal
cord (Hatakeyama et al., 2006; De Bellard et al., 2002). Whether Hes1
plays a role in DRG proliferation through Delta1 remains to be
investigated.
Hairy2 regulates cell proliferation and expands NC through activation of
the Notch ligand Delta1
The observation that Hairy2 induces Delta1 expression at neurula
stage led us to ask what is the consequence of Delta1 modulation on
NC development and cell proliferation. In accordance with previous
ﬁndings (Chitnis et al., 1995; Glavic et al., 2004), our results indicate
that Delta1 moderately increases NC markers and inhibits neurogen-
esis and that it does not appear to affect NC development through
modulation of primary neurogenesis. The expansion of NC observed in
response toDelta1 upregulation occurs alsowithout apparent changes
in surrounding tissues. With the exception of Msx1 whose expression
is slightly reduced in Delta1 depleted embryos, the expression of the
other neural/neural border genes is unaffected. The fact that Msx1 is
not upregulated by Delta1 overexpression suggests that it may be only
marginally inﬂuenced by Notch. These data together with the
observation that an excess of Delta1 increases cell proliferation
suggest that Delta1 may affect NC development via an increase of cell
proliferation rather than a change in a neuron/NC ratio. Delta1
signaling has been shown however tomediate segregation of trunk NC
and spinal cord neurons from the lateral neural plate in zebraﬁsh
(Cornell and Eisen, 2000). Whether this reﬂects differences between
trunk and cephalic neural crest or differences between species
remains unknown. Interestingly, lunatic fringe that upregulates
Delta1 also causes an expansion of NC via an apparent increase of
cell proliferation (De Bellard et al., 2007).
In dissociated cells, Hairy2 is not able anymore to increase the
expression of NC markers but still represses their expression and
increases SoxD at early stage. In embryos, Hairy2 ability to increase NC
markers in late embryos and to increase cell proliferation was
inhibited upon blockade of Delta1. Its ability to repress Snail2 and to
induce SoxD and Zic1 and to promote cell survival in early embryos
was in contrast unaffected by Delta1 inhibition. Conversely, Notch
activation partially rescues the effects of Hairy2 depletion. These
results support the idea that Hairy2 has two distinct functions at the
lateral neural plate border: (i) to maintain cell-autonomously NC in an
undifferentiated state and promote survival and (ii) to increase cell
division of NC precursors non-cell-autonomously through Delta1
activation. Interestingly, embryos co-injected with Hairy2-GR and
Delta1 MO display a more important reduction in the number of
mitotic cells (77%) than in embryos injected with Delta1 MO alone
(43%), suggesting that Hairy2 may cell-autonomously slow down cell
proliferation. This unexpected role of Hairy2 in the activation of Notch
signaling may help to understand controversial effects of Notch
signaling observed in NC (Cornell and Eisen, 2005) and reconcile some
apparent contradictions about Hes genes functioning as positive or
negative regulators of proliferation (Nakamura et al., 2000; Baek et al.,
2006; Yu et al., 2006).
Model of Hairy2 dual mode of action during NC development
Hairy2, which promotes cell proliferation, however inhibits in a
DNA-binding dependent manner Id3 (Nichane et al., 2008), a critical
regulator of NC proliferation (Kee and Bronner-Fraser, 2005; Light et
al., 2005). This inhibition is still observed in dissociated cells,
Fig. 8. Diagram summarizing our model of Hairy2 modes of action and functions during
NC development.
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regulated by Notch (Reynaud-Deonauth et al., 2002), Hairy2 may also
have a non-cell-autonomous positive effect on Id3 expression via
Delta1 activation. In agreement with this idea, we observed that Id3
expression at the neural plate border is modulated by Notch and that
co-injection of Delta1 mRNA with Hairy2 rescues Id3 expression. We
also observed that Id3 which is required for Hairy2 to increase the
expression of NC markers and to stimulate cell proliferation (Nichane
et al., 2008) is also required for Delta1 to affect NC differentiation and
proliferation. Conversely, Id3 that rescues Hairy2 depletion also
rescues NC formation in Delta1 depleted embryos. Together, these
observations suggest a model in which Hairy2 ability to stimulate
non-cell-autonomously cell proliferation and NC development occurs
by activation of Delta1, which results in the upregulation of Id3. Id3, by
interacting physically with Hairy2 and by inhibiting its activity may
promote NC proliferation and differentiation (Fig. 8).
Stat3 in Delta1 activation and Hairy2 non-cell-autonomous effects
Stat3 is an important regulator of a wide number of biological
processes (Lim and Cao, 2006) and is known to be essential for the
maintenance of embryonic stem cells (Niwa et al., 1998; Raz et al.,
1999). Constitutive Stat3 activation can lead to cellular transformation
and cancer in humans (Bromberg et al., 1999). During normal
development, crosstalks between Jak-Stat and the Notch pathway
play a role in many processes. Recently, Stat3 was shown to directly
activate the expression of Deltal and through this mechanism, to
maintain mouse neural precursor cells in an undifferentiated state
(Yoshimatsu et al., 2006). Based on these data, we hypothesized that
Hairy2 induction of Delta1 occurs via Stat3. In favour of this
hypothesis, we observed that 1) Stat3 is required for Hairy2 ability
to induce Delta1 and for its non-cell-autonomous effects and 2) Hairy2
and Stat3 synergize to induce Delta1 expression. In addition, Stat3
morphants display a NC phenotype similar to that of Delta1 depleted
embryos (Nichane et al., 2008). The observation that Hairy2 over-
expression stimulates Delta1 expression and proliferation throughout
the ectoderm in the embryo is also consistent with the idea that
Hairy2 mediates its activity through the ubiquitously expressed Stat3
transcription factor (Nishinakamura et al., 1999). Hes1 and Hes5 have
been shown to associate with Stat3 and facilitate complex formationbetween JAK2 and Stat3, thus promoting Stat3 phosphorylation and
activation (Kamakura et al., 2004). Whether Hairy2 and Stat3 function
similarly to induce Delta1 expression remains to be addressed.
Together, our data provide new insight into the molecular mechan-
isms controlling the coordination of NC cell proliferation and
differentiation in vertebrates and identify a new cross-talk between
Hairy2, Stat3, Id3 and the Notch pathway. Further studies are needed
to understand how Hairy2 dual mode of action is coordinated to allow
correct NC development.
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